VARA YOUTH ON SNOW IDEAS JANUARY 19 (U10-U12 GROUP)
A reminder last week was the importance of free-skiing and making sure time is built in to the training session to
allow for it. Let’s take a listen to what Ted Ligety has to say about Free-Skiing! Points Ted makes:
•
•
•
•
•

He didn’t really start training gates full time until he was 14.
At age 10 & 11 the majority of his time on snow was free-skiing.
As a U10 he trained gates once a week or once every other week. Instead he worked on overall
skiing skills which made him cherish the time in gates. Gate training was a privilege.
Most important thing is to have fun and ski as much as you can.
If you are having fun it’s easier to want to work hard to develop your skiing skills.
“Too often learning the proper use of the
poles, pole plant mechanics and timing is
neglected in the coaching of younger
athletes. This is a mistake, because it
limits their long-term development as
skiers and their total skill package they
bring to competition.”

Now for our training session this weekPole Plant. The Level 100 Ski
Fundamentals Manual states:

Why do we pole plant? Pole plant helps with timing of the new turn, balance, stabilization of the upper body.
Set environments that force the athletes to use their poles. In other words, the drills are easier with a pole plant.
Use short courses combined with free skiing to create the muscle memory of a pole plant or pole touch.
Here are some environments to try:
• Walk with pole plant. Have young athletes take their skis off and walk, this will get them used to the
timing and movement of a pole touch.
•

Brushes in moguls (video courtesy of Ski Coach Alpine Canada)

•

Snake Drill: (Video courtesy of Kathy Okoniewski) Use moderate terrain.

•

Fred’s Drill (stubbie SL with pole plant indicator) Use one color
for the turn and another color for the pole plant indicator. Pole
plant indicator should go 1/3rd of the way between the two
gates and just inside. Setting the indicator brush in the right
spot can be difficult but keep trying and make adjustments,
practice makes perfect! Athletes need to be looking ahead
(blue-blue, red-red) otherwise this drill won’t work. They will be
below the line and below the brush indicator.
https://vimeo.com/306575309
courtesy of .............and
Christine Booker BMA)
.......keeping ski racers 1st(video
in Vermont
Vermont ski racer 1st in the world......

If you are still looking for more drills, here is a list from the Level 100 Ski Fundamentals Manual

Still don’t have enough? Continue using the SkillsQuest videos and the Center of Excellence TV
Remember to Keep It Simple!
Next Up: Stable Upper Body
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